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Abstract 

The focus of this study is the relation between 

multimodal and unimodal perception of emo-

tions and attitudes. A point of departure for the 

study is the claim that multimodal presentation 

increases redundancy and often thereby also 

the correctness of interpretation. A study was 

carried out in order to investigate this claim by 

examining the relative role of unimodal versus 

multimodal visual and auditory perception for 

interpreting affective-epistemic states (AES). 

The abbreviation AES will be used both for 

the singular form “affective-epistemic state” 

and the plural form “affective-epistemic 

states”. Clips from video-recorded dyadic in-

teractions were presented to 12 subjects using 

three types of presentation, Audio only, Video 

only and Audio+Video. The task was to inter-

pret the affective-epistemic states of one of the 

two persons in the clip. The results indicated 

differences concerning the role of different 

sensory modalities for different affective-

epistemic states. In some cases there was a 

“filtering” effect, rendering fewer interpreta-

tions in a multimodal presentation than in a 

unimodal one for a specific AES. This oc-

curred for happiness, disinterest and under-

standing, whereas “mutual reinforcement”, 

rendering more interpretations for multimodal 

presentation than for unimodal video or audio 

presentation, occurred for nervousness, inter-

est and thoughtfulness. Finally, for one AES, 

confidence, audio and video seem to have mu-

tually restrictive roles. 

1 Introduction and background  

1.1 Different perceptual modalities and affec-

tive-epistemic states (AES) 

 

It is often claimed that multimodal presentation, 

of information, i.e., information presented to 

more than one sensory modality, provides more 

redundancy and is therefore easier to interpret 

correctly than unimodal presentation. Support for 

this comes, for example, from studies showing 

that gestures enhance the comprehension and 

memory of a spoken message (Beattie and Shov-

elton, 2011). However, the relative contribution 

of cues from different perceptual modalities, in 

relation to each other, for the interpretation of 

AES has not been extensively researched. To 

some extent, it has been addressed in studies 

aiming at the automatic recognition and genera-

tion of emotional cues in Embodied Communica-

tive Agents (ECA) (see, for example, Abrilian et 

al. 2005). Other examples include a database of 

multimodal videorecorded emotional interac-

tions, established by Douglas-Cowie et al. (2000) 

and the complex emotions from videorecorded 

interactions that were analyzed by Buisine et al. 

(2006). The analysis of Buisine et al. was used 

for creating a model and simulations of com-

bined (superposed or masked) emotions, using an 

ECA in a perception experiment and the contri-

bution of different modalities was one of the ana-

lyzed parameters. Also research concerning visu-

al face recognition and auditory speech analysis 

for emotions and attitudes, aiming at automatic 

signal processing and generation, is, to some ex-

tent, although less ecologically valid, relevant in 

this context (cf., for example, Vinciarelli et al. 

2012, Cunningham et al. 2005, Cohn and de La 

Torre, forthcoming).  

By affective-epistemic states we mean internal 

(mental) states that simultaneously involve cog-

nition, perception and emotion (Allwood, Chin-

damo and Ahlsén, 2012). The term is chosen in 

order to capture not only the major categories of 

emotions, like happy, angry and sad, some of 

which do not occur very often in most recorded 

everyday interaction data, but also to include 

more commonly occurring affective-epistemic 

attitudes, like surprise, boredom, interest etc., 

since these are important for understanding what 

goes on in ordinary face-to-face interaction.  
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1.2 Some conceptual issues and distinctions 

concerning AES 

 

Some of the theoretical issues concerning AES 

are related to the following conceptual distinc-

tions: 

(i) Simple (pure) AES (e.g. happiness) versus 

complex (mixed) AES (e.g. nervousness) (cf. 

also Buisine et al. (2006), as well as 

(ii) Simple (pure) versus complex (mixed) be-

havioral cues for AES. Compare smiling, which 

is visual and therefore simpler than laughing, 

which is visual and auditive.  

These distinctions can be helpful, since, in gen-

eral, we cannot expect one-to-one relations be-

tween AES and behavioral cues, but rather 

many-to many relations. For example, the behav-

ioral cues of smiling and laughing can both be 

related to the AES of happiness, nervousness, 

fearfulness, politeness, tension release and sub-

ordination. They can also be related to complex 

combinations of these, such as “nervous happi-

ness” and “happy nervousness”. 

Other relevant distinctions obtain between dif-

ferent physiological and behavioral cues, such as 

facial gestures and other visible body move-

ments, voice quality and other audible vocal 

characteristics, skin conductance, heart-beat, 

blood pressure, digestive type and rate, and brain 

activity, indicating particular AES in particular 

ways. 

In the light of this potential complexity, we can 

ask whether all cues are equally important for all 

affective-epistemic states or whether AES in 

general as well as more specific AES are more 

oriented to some modalities than others? For ex-

ample, are cues for happiness more visual than 

auditive? 

Other features of interest are “noticeability”, 

which plays a role, on the one hand, for self 

awareness of behavioral reactions and, on the 

other hand, for whether such reactions are hard 

to notice for other persons. 

Furthermore, we can ask whether features of 

behavior related to AES are hard or easy to con-

trol (which features are hard, which are easy to 

control) and, related to this, whether they are au-

tomatic or more intentional. We can also ask if 

the different behavioral features related to AES 

are separately controllable or interdependent. We 

intend the investigation reported below to con-

tribute to improving our understanding of some 

of the above issues. 

The paper is structured as follows: section 1 

gives an introduction and background. Section 2 

presents our method in terms of participants, ma-

terial, procedure and analysis, section 3 presents 

our results concerning the sensory modality ori-

entation of different AES and section 4 discusses 

the results. Section 5, finally, provides our con-

clusions. 

 

2 Method 

A study was carried out with the purpose of ex-

amining how affective-epistemic states (i.e. emo-

tions, like “happy” or “sad” and more epistemic 

states, like “surprised”) in a dialog were per-

ceived when data was presented either unimodal-

ly as Video only and Audio only or multimodally 

in Video+Audio format (cf. also Lanzini, 2013).  

 

2.1 Participants 

 

There were 12 participants, 6 men and 6 women, 

all native speakers of Swedish, at least 20 years 

old.  

 

2.2 Material 

 

Three recordings of “First encounters” from the 

Swedish NOMCO database were presented to 

each subject. The NOMCO project (Multimodal 

Corpora for the Nordic Languages) collected 

multimodal spoken language corpora for Swe-

dish, Danish and Finnish, in order to make it 

possible to carry out collaborative research. The 

corpora were transcribed and annotated and are 

now available for research (Paggio et al. 2010). 

The “First encounter” interactions in the corpora 

were recorded in a studio setting, where the two 

participants were standing in front of a light 

background, so that automatic registration of 

body movements was possible. Gestures were 

annotated according to an adapted version of the 

MUMIN annotation scheme for multimodal 

communication (Allwood et al. 2007) (cf. 

www.cst.dk/mumin), using the Praat (Boersma 

and Wenink 2013) and ANVIL (Kipp 2001) 

transcription and annotation tools. Functional 

annotation was mainly related to communicative 

feedback (Allwood, Nivre & Ahlsén 1992) and 

other interaction phenomena (cf. Paggio et al. 

2010). 

The clips from the recordings that were shown 

to the participants in the study were about 2 

minutes long (with an average of 2 min, 7 sec). 
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Figure 1. Example of NOMCO “First encounter” 

recording 

 

2.3 Procedure 

 

The clips were presented to each subject individ-

ually. Each clip was presented in only one of the 

three modes: video, audio or video + audio, i.e. 

Participant 1: V+A (rec 1), A (rec 2), V (rec 3) 

Participant 2: A (rec 3), V+A (rec 2), V (rec 1) 

etc. 

The subjects were asked to try to identify, 

which kinds of affective-epistemic states were 

displayed by the participants in the recording and 

to provide motivations for their answers. 

At the beginning of the session, the goal of the 

study was explained to the subjects and they 

were given instructions. The meaning of the term 

“affective-epistemic states” was briefly ex-

plained and the subjects were told to identify 

states of this sort (Schroder et al., 2011). 

The recording was stopped after every 3-4 con-

tributions (avg. 15.5 times, avg. 8.3 sec). Every 

time it was stopped, the subject had to interpret 

the affective-epistemic state being expressed (if 

any), describe how it was expressed (i.e. through 

what behavioral trait), and provide a motivation. 

The subjects were free to choose their own words 

both for affective epistemic states and behavioral 

traits. The session of the experiment lasted 

around 75 minutes per subject. This procedure 

was chosen, not to disturb sequential contextual 

dependence between the points of invited inter-

pretation. This would have been disturbed with a 

pre-selected presentation of shorter clips. A pri-

ority in the study was to ensure a high ecological 

validity, which requires the presentation of a 

context and non-artificial stimuli. (i.e. not to 

short, decontextualized or artificial). Our main 

interest was the contribution of the visual and 

auditory modalities to the interpretation of AES, 

whereas the contribution of specific features 

within each modality was not the main focus and 

is therefore mainly considered in the discussion 

section. 

 

2.4 Analysis 

 

The responses were transcribed and coded manu-

ally. Around 200 different labels and descrip-

tions of the affective-epistemic states and the 

behavior used to express them were obtained 

from the participants in the study. Figure 2 

shows some examples of responses in English 

translation. 

 
Video + Audio 8602: 1.52-1.59 

Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 

Person  

left 

Person 

right 

Person  

left 

Person 

right 

Person 

left 

Person 

right 

Interested 

Asking 

questions,  
eye con-

tact, gives 

feedback 

Relaxed  

(moving 

more, 
moving 

hands) 

Enthusi-

astic, hap-

py  
Looking 

into the 

camera, 
smiling 

Glad – 

Tone 

of 
voice, 

linght 

voice, 
smiling 

Happy  

smiling 

 

Audio 8602: 1.52-1.59 

Participant 4 Participant 5 Participant 6 

Person  

left 

Person 

right 

Person  

left 

Person  

right 

Person 

left 

Person 

right 

Interested   
Asking for 

more infor-
mation 

Confi-

dent – 

Loud 
voice 

Neutral  
Just 

sharing 
infor-

mation 

Neutral   
Just 

sharing 
infor-

mation 

Listen- 

ing – 

agreeing 

Confi-

dent  
Loud 
voice 

No 

hesita-
tions 

Video 8602:  

Participant 7 Participant 8 Participant 9 

Person left Person 

right 

Person 

left 

Person 

right 

Person left Person 

right 

Curious  
Smiling 

and point-

ing to the 

camera 

Nervous  
Nodding, 

not smil-

ing 

Nervous  
Moving, 

Doesn’t 

know 

what the 

other 

partici-
pant is 

talking 

about 

Se-

cure, 
listen-

ing   

Eye 

contact 

Relaxed, 
interest-ed 

Moving 

foot and 

arms to one 

side, head 

forward 

Re-

laxed,  
inter-

ested   

Arms 

to  

the 
side, 

Nodd- 

ing 
 

Figure 2. Examples of responses from 9 partici-

pants for one of the stimulus clips. (Attributed 

AES in boldface, behaviors in regular print.)  

 

Using intuitive semantic analysis, the responses 

were then grouped into semantic fields of types 

of AES, by the authors, who after discussion ar-

rived at consensus concerning which terms to 

group together for all semantic fields.  

Examples of the semantic groupings of the 

AES responses are: 

Happiness: contentment, gladness, joy and en-

joyment in doing something.  
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Interest: curiosity, listening, seeking more infor-

mation and paying attention to something.  

Nervousness: uncomfortableness, insecurity, un-

easiness, tension, embarrassment, shyness.  

Confidence: relaxation, comfortableness, securi-

ty.  

Disinterest: indifference, being tired, bored or 

being annoyed about something. 

The types of AES were then compared with re-

gard to the three different conditions of presenta-

tion (Audio only, Video only and Video + Au-

dio). 

The obtained AES terms were the material for 

the semantic analysis, while the obtained behav-

ioral terms were the basis for the summarizing 

discussion of specific AES in section 4. 

 

3 Results  

The results show differences concerning which 

affective-epistemic states were attributed to the 

different behaviors, depending on the mode of 

presentation. In this study, we focus on the seven 

most frequently attributed types of affective-

epistemic states, which are: happiness, interest, 

nervousness, confidence, disinterest, thoughtful-

ness and understanding. The effect on the fre-

quency of attribution connected with different 

affective-epistemic states in each of the presenta-

tion modes (audio, video or multimodal) is given 

in table 1.  

 

Affective  

Epistemic 

States 

Vi-

deo 

only 

Au-

dio 

only 

Multi- 

modal 

Total 

Nervousness 80 73 142 305 

Happiness 65 36 46 147 

Interest 94 81 96 271 

Confidence 82 103 75 250 

Disinterest 8 24 19 50 

Thoughtful-

ness 

 

4 

 

1 

 

5 

 

10 

Under 

standing 

 

6 

 

1 

 

2 

 

9 

Table 1. Effect of unimodal and multimodal 

presentation on the frequency of attribution of 

different affective-epistemic states. 

 

The results show differences concerning the 

frequency with which affective-epistemic states 

were attributed in unimodal or multimodal mode. 

When video images and sounds are perceived 

together, one sensory modality can affect the 

perception of the other modality. For example, 

an attribution of happiness was more often pro-

vided for laughing and smiling in the unimodal 

video mode than when they were presented in 

multimodal video + audio mode. Similarly, con-

fidence was more frequently attributed in the 

unimodal audio mode than in the unimodal video 

or multimodal video + audio mode. In table 1 

below, we present a summary of the ways in 

which unimodality and multimodality adds or 

decreases likelihood of attribution for different 

affective-epistemic states. 

If we only consider the unimodal presenta-

tions, we see that only confidence and disinterest 

get a larger number of attributions in unimodal 

audio than in unimodal video, all the rest get 

more attributions in unimodal video.  

For the two AES where unimodal video has 

most attributions (happiness and understanding), 

the number of attributions is lower for audio only 

than for multimodal presentation; this indicates 

that auditory information seems to filter out 

some of the attributions of the AES. 

For nervousness, interest and thoughtfulness, 

multimodal presentation gets most attributions 

and video only second most: this, rather than a 

filtering role for audio information, indicates that 

audio and video mutually reinforce each other, 

leading to the highest number of attributions for 

multimodal presentation. This interaction is ra-

ther complex. Thus, for example, nervousness 

was more easily attributed in the multimodal 

video + audio mode than in the unimodal audio 

or video mode. 

This means that a nervously laughing person 

can, for example, be interpreted as happy in the 

video mode, but as nervous, when the audio 

mode is added. In the case of interest and 

thoughtfulness, however, the total number of at-

tributions was about the same in the video and 

video + audio modes, so in this case, the rein-

forcing effect of multimodality seems fairly 

weak. 

For confidence and disinterest, unimodal audio 

presentation leads to the highest number of at-

tributions, indicating that both these AES have a 

strong presence in audible features of speech. In 

the case of disinterest, multimodal presentation 

gets more attributions than unimodal video, indi-

cating a filtering function for video, similar to 

the filtering function for audio noted above for 

happiness and understanding. In the case of con-

fidence, however, unimodal video gets more at-

tributions than multimodal presentation; this 

seems to indicate that the two modalities act as 
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restrictions on each other, thus a case of mutual 

restriction, rather than mutual reinforcement. 

 

4 Discussion 

Below, we now also consider the results with 

regard to attributed behaviors for the seven stud-

ied AES, in the form of a list that summarizes 

what specific auditory and visual cues we have 

found to influence interpretation concerning sen-

sory orientation. 

 

Nervousness 

Respondents interpret this AES on the basis of 

both audio and video cues.  

Auditory cues: Respondents say that auditory 

cues, like tone of voice, prosody, hesitations and 

repetitions have a central role in the interpreta-

tion of nervousness. 

Visual cues: Respondents mention avoidance of 

eye contact and frequent body movements 

(hands, arms, feet) as important cues for nerv-

ousness. 

 

Happiness  

Respondents interpret this AES more on the basis 

of video cues than on audio cues. Laughing and 

smiling have a central role in the interpretation of 

happiness. We have regarded smiling as being 

visual and laughter as involving both visual and 

auditory cues. 

 

Interest 

Respondents seem to interpret this AES both on 

the basis of auditory and visual cues.  

Auditory cues are vocal feedback, asking ques-

tions and tone of voice. 

Visual cues are eye contact and nodding. 

 

Confidence 

Respondents interpret this AES slightly more on 

the basis of audio cues than on video cues.  

Auditory cues are showing verbal competence, 

laughing, tone and volume of voice. 

Visual cues are posture, eye contact, laughing 

and smiling. 

 

Disinterest 

Respondents seem to interpret this AES much 

more on the basis of audio cues than on video 

cues.  

Auditory cues are tone of voice, prosody and giv-

ing vocal feedback 

 

Thoughtfulness 

Respondents attribute this AES more on the basis 

of video cues than audio cues, Thoughtfulness 

seems to be strongly related to specific visible 

movements, namely looking up and looking 

away. 

 

Understanding 

Respondents attribute this AES more on the basis 

of video than audio cues. 

Visual cues are smiling, looking around, looking 

into the camera and nodding. 

 

The behavioral descriptions, by and large, rein-

force the impression given by the interpretation 

and attribution data reported in section 3. The 

mode of presentation connected with most attrib-

utions also receives the most well articulated be-

havioral descriptions. The AES have a differenti-

ated orientation to the two sensory modalities 

that are investigated in this study.  

 

This, in turn, can be related to one of the main 

findings of our study, namely that multimodality 

does not simply provide redundant information 

that merely reinforces information that is given 

unimodally. Rather the multimodal interaction 

between sensory modalities is more complex, 

sometimes restricting and filtering and some-

times complementing and adding to unimodally 

given information. 

5 Conclusions  

In summary, we have found that two AES, hap-

piness and understanding, have a visual orienta-

tion and that the addition of audio information 

has a filtering effect when they are presented 

multimodally. Two AES, confidence and disin-

terest, have an auditory orientation, where for 

disinterest, but not for confidence, the video 

mode has a filtering function. Three AES, nerv-

ousness, interest and thoughtfulness, are most 

frequently attributed in multimodal presentation 

mode and audio and video cues here seem to 

have a mutually reinforcing role. In contrast, in 

one case – confidence – audio and video cues 

seem to have a mutually restrictive role. 

Multimodal interaction between sensory mo-

dalities is complex, sometimes subtracting and 

sometimes complementing and adding to infor-

mation given unimodally. It does not simply pro-

vide redundant information that merely reinforc-

es unimodal information.  
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The role of the sensory modalities vision and 

hearing is, thus, not the same for all AES. This 

means that each state has to be studied with re-

gard to what specific sensory cues are important 

concerning its specific sensory orientation. 
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